
Faith Healer Rabbi Yochanan Zweig (Torah.org)

"Hashem spoke to Moshe sfter the death of Aharon's two sons, when

they approached before Hashem, and they died"(16:1)

The Torah introduces the Yom Kippur service by mentioning the death

of the sons of Aharon. Although Aharon's sons died six months earlier,

Rashi, citing the Midrash, explains the need to reiterate their deaths with

the following analogy: Much the same way as a doctor warns his

patient against engaging in harmful activities to avoid the tragic

consequences suffered by an acquaintance, Aharon, prior to entering

the Holy of Holies is reminded of the death of his sons who entered in

an improper manner.

There is no greater tragedy than the loss of a child. A parent would

spend a lifetime attempting to cope with this loss, never fully

recovering from it. Why would Aharon need to be reminded of the

loss of both of his sons, a tragedy which had occurred six months

earlier?

The verse states that Hashem told Moshe to relay to his brother Aharon

"al yavoh bechol eis el hakodesh...velo yamus". The term "al yavoh" is

usually interpreted as a prohibition, rendering the verse "he should not

violate the prohibition of entering the Holy of Holies to avoid the

punishment of death". However, Rashi does not interpret the verse in

the above manner, rather translating it as "al yavoh shelo yamus" - "he

should not enter for it will cause his death". Instead of the verse

establishing a prohibition and the punishment for violating it, Rashi is

explaining the verse as a preventative measure to avoid a negative

consequence. This interpretation of the verse is reflected by the

Midrash's analogy of the doctor-patient relationship.

The message to Aharon is that his sons' deaths were not a result of a

punitive strike against them for violating the decree of their Sovereign,

but a consequence of their irresponsible action. Hashem does not
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Mincha & Kabbolas Shabbos 6.45pm / 7.30pm

Candle Lighting and Shabbos no earlier than 7.10pm

Seder HaLimud 8.40am

Shacharis 9.00am

Mincha 1st Minyan / 2nd Minyan 6.00pm / 8.42pm
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Daf HaYomi Coming to Shul

Bank Holiday Yom Iyun

Lag B’Omer Family Event

We are delighted to welcome the Daf HaYomi Shiur by Rabbi YCD

Cohen to Ohr Yerushalayim, starting on Monday. See the back

page for details.

On Monday (bank holiday), the Shul together with Manchester

Mesivta will be holding a Yom Iyun to which all are welcome to

attend - details on the back page.

The Kehilla is invited to a family event taking place on Thursday Lag

B’Omer from 6.00-7.30pm in Shul. With activities for children

including a treasure hunt and bouncy castle, a darts competition

for the men and a light buffet supper for all, it’s due to be another

great Ohr Yerushalayim event.

Upcoming Mishnayos Siyum
A reminder to any members who have not yet signed up to learn

Mishnayos for the Siyum that there are still Perokim available. The

Siyum will take place after Shavuos.

Mincha & Maariv Next Shabbos 6.55pm / 7.30pm

impose His will upon us to satisfy His wishes. He gives us directives in

the same way a doctor cares for his patients. These directives are for

our well-being; we are the ultimate beneficiaries when adhering to His

precepts. Hashem wants Moshe to relay this message prior to Yom

Kippur. Yom Kippur is the day of the year designated for expressing

remorse over our indiscretions. The knowledge that Hashem's only

agenda is our well-being insures that our feelings of remorse will be truly

genuine and heartfelt.

Encouraging His Children to Climb Rabbi Label Lam (Torah.org)

HASHEM spoke to Moshe saying, “Speak to the entire assembly of the

Children of Israel and say to them, “You shall be holy, for holy am I,

HASHEM, your G-d.”” (Vayikra 19:1)

Be Holy! Great! How do you “be holy”? What’s holy? Where do I begin?

What’s required to be holy? These are not easy questions but they are

screaming out for answers. Success and failure in life are hinging on our

response to this mandate to become holy! How do I know when I’ve

achieved holiness?

There is a rule I have discovered! Anything take out of context will tend

to be misunderstood! Stated affirmatively: “Something seen in its

proper context is more easily understood!

On Shabbos, for a few weeks in the year, I am treated, as I stroll to and

from Shul to watching some Pakistani fellows playing cricket. It looks like

baseball but it aint. The guy bowls overhand with a stiff arm instead of

just throwing it as a pitcher would, and then anther chap with a wide

bat like a beaver’s tail takes a stiff armed swing in an awkward fashion.

I’m left with too many questions.

Are they not allowed to bend their elbows? Do they not know how to

hit and pitch properly? When he hits the ball nobody runs. Is this

practice? Admittedly I’m lost! I don’t know the rules and watching from

afar once a week for so many years has not made me any wiser when it

comes to cricket. I’m sure they too are a little mystified about me

walking around on a sunny day with bar codes on my shoulders like I

just escaped from Sam’s Club!

What is the context of this general admonition to “be holy”. In “Acharei
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1. What is ?

2. On which condition does a ‘s son replace him?

3. When does the of an give off ?

4. Define and .

5.

6. What is the connection between having false measures and

?

7. Why do trees get destroyed if they were used for ?
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What is the difference between and ?

. What do the “sinners of My people” say?

Parsha Wordsearch

Mos we start out with the laws of the Kohen Gadol, the high priest

going into the Holy of Holies on the highest of the holy days. He alone is

allowed on that day alone to go into a place where no man can go! The

Kohen is like the astronaut who reaches the moon while the entire

nation celebrates his accomplishment. This was not just for any man!

No! The Kohen Gadol had to be worthy to survive the experience.

During the 420 years of the Second Temple more than 300 Kohen

Gadolim had to be dragged out and one entered successfully for 80

years. It really was a celebration of high achievement.

At the end of that Portion we are reading about the lowest of the low

behavior. Unspeakable practices are listed and cautioned about as if

anyone normal needs to be chased away from actions that are

universally taboo and intrinsically despicable. However, just like the

Kohen Gadol in the opposite direction, a few decrepit individuals and

maybe more than we know are flirting with danger.

What we have outlined before our very eyes is a spectrum of the

greatest and the worst of human potential. Like Yaakov Avinu’s ladder

which stretched from the earth to the heavens, this is the range of

humanity, of every man! In Yaakov’s dream angels of G-d were going up

and down but interestingly none were parked and standing in one

place. Either they were going up or they were going down!

When my wife left seminary in Israel to return to the United States the

Rabbi warned the girls to learn five minutes each day! He told them, “A

bird that stops flapping its wings does not remain in the same place!” At

a Yeshiva dinner years ago an old friend I had not seen for many years

told me, “Label, you are exactly the same as you were 25 years ago!” I

took it as a complement and I told him, “You have no idea how hard

work is required just to remain the same!”

In that context, when we understand how low a person can fall and at

the same time how high a person can climb we realize that we are

faced with a dramatic choice. “Choose life” like “be holy” is not just an

admonition but rather it’s an invitation to climb upward. Holiness is a

direction on the ladder of life. It’s no wonder the verse that calls out for

holiness is crowned with the words, “for holy am I, HASHEM, your G-

d.” How does that help? Topping that ladder is HASHEM like an Abba

encouraging His children to climb.


